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Abstract:  Over the last 50 years, much has been learned about the physiology 26 
and functions of the hippocampus from studies in freely behaving rats.  Two 27 
relatively early works in the field provided major insights that remain relevant 28 
today.  Here, I revisit these studies and discuss how our understanding of the 29 
hippocampus has evolved over the last several decades. 30 

When I was given the opportunity to write this article describing how our 31 
understanding of hippocampal physiology and function has changed since the time of 32 
the first annual Society for Neuroscience meeting, I thought a lot about how to approach 33 
the topic.  I was told to write this from my own perspective, while also focusing on 34 
interesting changes that have happened in the field over the last several years.  I 35 
decided to revisit works written shortly after the time of the first Society for 36 
Neuroscience meeting that greatly impacted the hippocampal field and had a major 37 
influence on my own work.  I will also discuss examples of more recent studies that built 38 
upon these foundations to advance our understanding of hippocampal physiology and 39 
function.  I focus on findings related to two of my favorite areas of hippocampal 40 
research, place cells and EEG rhythms.  The insights provided by these decades-old 41 
works remain highly significant and relevant to our modern understanding of the 42 
hippocampus. 43 

Place cells and the enduring influence of The Hippocampus as a Cognitive Map 44 
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978) 45 

What was known about the hippocampus in 1969, the year when the first Society 46 
for Neuroscience meeting was held?  A decade earlier, Scoville and Milner had 47 
published their groundbreaking report that assessed human patients who had 48 
hippocampal damage after undergoing neurosurgery to remove parts of their medial 49 
temporal lobes (Scoville and Milner, 1957).  The amnesia observed in these patients, 50 
including patient H.M., for events experienced after their surgeries led researchers to 51 
conclude that the primary function of the hippocampus is episodic memory.  Prior to this 52 
work, other theories of hippocampal function had been put forward, including 53 
hypotheses that the hippocampus is involved in emotion, olfaction, and attention 54 
(Andersen et al., 2007).   55 

In 1969, John O’Keefe and colleagues described an important technical 56 
breakthrough that would allow future studies to directly relate activity of neurons to 57 
animals’ behavior and performance on behavioral tasks. Although electrodes were 58 
placed in the medulla in the original report (Ainsworth et al., 1969), it did not take long 59 
for O’Keefe and others to set their sights on the hippocampus. In a subsequent study, 60 
O’Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971) implanted electrodes in the hippocampus to record how 61 
hippocampal spiking activity was affected by different behaviors (e.g., walking, orienting, 62 
sniffing, sleeping, etc.) and presentation of various sensory stimuli.  In this initial short 63 
report, they described 8 putative neurons in the dorsal hippocampus that fired at 64 
particular locations in the testing environment and hypothesized that a function of the 65 
hippocampus is to create and store a map of space.  Five years later, O’Keefe 66 
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published a more thorough study reporting that place cells, neurons in the hippocampus 67 
that fire when a rat moves through a particular location in the environment, are a major 68 
cell type in the hippocampus (O’Keefe 1976).  This paper was shortly followed by the 69 
publication of a book that has been called “a bible in the study of spatial coding in the 70 
hippocampal formation” (Moser et al., 2017), The Hippocampus as a Cognitive Map 71 
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). 72 

The Introduction of this highly influential book states the work’s purpose: “We 73 
shall argue that the hippocampus is the core of a neural memory system providing an 74 
objective spatial framework within which the items and events of an organism’s 75 
experience are located and interrelated” (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978).  This viewpoint 76 
remains widely held today (Lisman et al., 2017), at least for many non-human species, 77 
and the finding that place cells fire in specific spatial locations in a given environment 78 
has been replicated by numerous labs.  79 

Our understanding of place cells has since expanded to include findings showing 80 
that hippocampal “complex-spike cells”, the term used at the time to describe putative 81 
pyramidal cells, also represent many non-spatial aspects of experience.  Initial 82 
influential studies from the late Bob Muller, his long-time collaborator John Kubie, and 83 
other colleagues showed that changing the stimuli associated with an environment (e.g., 84 
color, shape, light versus darkness) could change the firing patterns of place cells 85 
(Muller and Kubie, 1987; Quirk et al., 1990; Bostock et al., 1991).  In 1999, Emma 86 
Wood, Paul Dudchenko, and the late Howard Eichenbaum published a ground-breaking 87 
study recording responses of complex spike cells in rats performing an olfactory 88 
memory task (Wood et al., 1999).  They found that cells in hippocampal subregions CA3 89 
and CA1 responded selectively to salient, non-spatial aspects of the animal’s 90 
experience, including odor and trial condition (i.e., match or non-match).  Since then, 91 
subsequent studies have shown that place cells represent tactile (Gener et al., 2013), 92 
auditory (Aronov et al., 2017), and taste (Herzog et al., 2019) information.  93 

Yet, place cells are not simply computing a conjunctive response to multi-modal 94 
sensory stimuli.  Various lines of evidence indicate that place cell responses change 95 
according to animals’ past experiences.  Place cells were shown to change their firing 96 
patterns in specific environments in which fear conditioning occurred (Moita et al., 97 
2004).  However, experiences do not have to be aversive to significantly change place 98 
cell activity.  In an experiment by Jill Leutgeb and colleagues (2005), place cells in rats 99 
were recorded across successive sessions in an environment that was gradually 100 
morphed from a square to a circle, and vice versa, through a series of intermediate 101 
shapes.  Place cell firing patterns in intermediate shapes more closely resembled firing 102 
patterns in the square or circle when the square or circle, respectively, was presented 103 
first in the sequence (Leutgeb et al., 2005).  Moreover, in a follow-up study, place cell 104 
firing patterns were found to gradually change across intermediate morph shapes in rats 105 
that had been pre-trained in a constant location.  In contrast, in rats that had been 106 
previously trained in square and circle environments placed in separate locations, place 107 
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cell firing patterns in square-like intermediate shapes remained similar to those in the 108 
square and abruptly changed to resemble firing patterns in the circle when animals were 109 
placed in circle-like intermediate environments (Colgin et al., 2010).  Place cells’ firing 110 
rates also change according to where an animal was in the recent past or where an 111 
animal is heading in the future (Frank et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2000; Ferbinteanu and 112 
Shapiro, 2003).  Moreover, place cell firing becomes more anticipatory with experience.  113 
That is, place cells start firing earlier and earlier before the center of their place fields as 114 
animals gain experience in an environment (Mehta et al., 1997; 2000; Ekstrom et al., 115 
2001; Lee et al., 2004; Roth et al., 2012; Gereke et al., 2018).     116 

More recently, the principal cells of the hippocampus have also been shown to 117 
represent time.  In an initial important study, rats were trained to run in a running wheel 118 
for a fixed amount of time during the delay period of a delayed alternation memory task 119 
(Pastalkova et al., 2008).  Remarkably, hippocampal cells were found to reliably fire at 120 
specific times during the delay period, suggesting that hippocampal neurons represent 121 
temporal aspects of episodic memories.  Subsequent findings from other groups 122 
supported the existence of these hippocampal “time cells” (MacDonald et al., 2011; Gill 123 
et al., 2011) and further demonstrated that cells respond to the passage of time rather 124 
than merely reflecting accumulation of path integration cues during movement (Kraus et 125 
al., 2013).  In numerous other studies involving random foraging or other behaviors that 126 
do not involve learning of specific time intervals, hippocampal cell firing patterns have 127 
been shown to remain relatively stable across times similar to the delays used in the 128 
afore-mentioned time cell studies.  Thus, it is possible that hippocampal neurons 129 
represent time intervals in this way only when time is a salient factor.  130 

Other results support the idea that hippocampal neurons preferentially represent 131 
salient aspects of an experience.  Hippocampal place cells have been shown to 132 
preferentially fire at goal or reward locations.  In an initial important study, the proportion 133 
of place cells that had place fields in the segment of an annular water maze that 134 
contained the escape platform was significantly higher than the proportion of place cells 135 
with fields in other maze segments (Hollup et al., 2001).  A subsequent important study 136 
revealed that this overrepresentation of goal locations developed gradually as animals 137 
learned new goal locations and that memory performance was correlated with the 138 
proportion of place cells representing goal locations (Dupret et al., 2010).  A recent 139 
study employing calcium imaging of hippocampal neurons in virtual reality provided 140 
evidence suggesting that the hippocampus contains a subset of cells that are 141 
specialized for representing reward information regardless of spatial location (Gauthier 142 
and Tank, 2018).       143 

The flexibility in place cells’ firing patterns described above raises questions 144 
regarding the extent to which place cells’ maps of space remain stable in unchanged 145 
environments.  The traditional viewpoint is that place cells maintain stable maps in 146 
unchanging environments and that this is necessary for place cells to provide a 147 
cognitive map (Thompson and Best, 1990).  However, recent studies have begun to 148 
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challenge this view.  In hippocampal subregion CA2, place cells’ firing patterns change 149 
over the time course of hours in constant spatial environments (Mankin et al., 2015).  150 
Another study measuring large numbers of CA1 place cells simultaneously in freely 151 
behaving mice reported that the specific ensemble of place cells representing a 152 
particular environment changed across days when environmental conditions were held 153 
constant (Ziv et al., 2013).  From day to day, a mixed pattern was observed, with some 154 
cells maintaining relatively stable firing patterns from one day to the next and others 155 
changing their firing patterns.  However, another recent study involving calcium imaging 156 
of place cells in freely behaving mice suggested that much of the instability observed in 157 
earlier studies may reflect a coherent re-orientation of place cell maps to a different 158 
environmental landmark than the landmark used to orient the maps in earlier sessions 159 
(Kinsky et al., 2018).  Thus, the question of whether place fields remain sufficiently 160 
stable to provide a stable spatial framework for long-term memories deserves further 161 
attention.    162 

The above-discussed studies involved recordings of hippocampal neurons during 163 
active waking behaviors.  Yet, The Hippocampus as a Cognitive Map also provided the 164 
following observation: “For some place units the rat’s location in an environment is a 165 
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for unit firing; in addition, the animal must be 166 
behaving in a specific way…” (page 197; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978).  Place cells fire in 167 
their place fields during theta-related behaviors (e.g., running) but do not necessarily fire 168 
in their place fields when an animal is quietly resting or sleeping, times when the 169 
hippocampal network is in the sharp wave-ripple mode.  Our understanding of 170 
hippocampal physiology and function has been greatly informed by studying specific 171 
EEG patterns of the hippocampal network that correlate with different behavioral states 172 
and distinct neuronal firing patterns.  The next section revisits a seminal work on 173 
hippocampal EEG rhythms (Buzsaki et al., 1983) and discusses how our modern 174 
understanding of these rhythms has evolved since the time of its publication.  175 

 176 

Hippocampal rhythms and the lasting impact of Cellular Bases of Hippocampal 177 
EEG in the Behaving Rat (Buzsaki, Leung, and Vanderwolf, 1983)    178 

 The prominent and strikingly sinusoidal ~6-12 Hz theta rhythm of the 179 
hippocampus was first discovered in the hippocampal EEG of rabbits (Jung and 180 
Kornmuller, 1938).  Over the next few decades, other researchers recorded theta 181 
rhythms across different species and suggested a variety of functions for theta including 182 
general arousal (Green and Arduini, 1954) and various aspects of learning (Adey et al., 183 
1960; Grastyan et al., 1959).  However, there was little agreement in the field regarding 184 
its potential functional relevance, and no study had yet related theta rhythms to cellular 185 
activity patterns in the hippocampus. 186 

1n 1969, the year of the first Society for Neuroscience meeting, Case Vanderwolf 187 
published an important paper describing the major EEG patterns observed in the 188 
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hippocampus of freely behaving rats (Vanderwolf, 1969).  In addition to the afore-189 
mentioned theta rhythms (also referred to at that time as rhythmical slow activity or 190 
RSA), he reported two other electrical activity patterns:  large amplitude irregular activity 191 
and small amplitude irregular activity.  The latter pattern was not described in much 192 
detail, but a detailed description of specific behaviors associated with theta rhythms and 193 
large amplitude irregular activity was provided.  Theta rhythms were reported to occur 194 
during active voluntary movements such as walking and rearing.  Large amplitude 195 
irregular activity was observed during “automatic” behaviors such as licking and 196 
chewing.  Vanderwolf hypothesized that the different patterns were associated with 197 
different cellular circuitry.  However, this initial report included no recordings of spiking 198 
activity from putative single cells in conjunction with the EEG patterns.  199 

Over a decade later, Vanderwolf and his colleagues Buzsaki and Leung 200 
published their seminal paper “Cellular Bases of Hippocampal EEG in the Behaving Rat 201 
(1983).  This work again described the major EEG patterns of the hippocampal network 202 
but in addition investigated their relationship to spiking activity.  The paper first 203 
described two of the same EEG patterns that had been studied in Vanderwolf’s earlier 204 
work:  theta rhythms and large amplitude irregular activity.  In addition, another pattern 205 
referred to then as “hippocampal fast activity (25-70 Hz)”, and today known as gamma 206 
rhythms, was studied.  This important paper revealed many key properties of these 207 
rhythms and greatly informed our modern understanding of their origins and functions.  208 
The authors of this work explained how the firing patterns of putative pyramidal cells 209 
and interneurons correlated with the different rhythms.  The paper again reported the 210 
different behavioral correlates of theta rhythms and sharp wave-ripples, which were 211 
consistent with Vanderwolf’s earlier observations (Vanderwolf, 1969).  The authors 212 
further reported that gamma occurs under all behavioral conditions.  Below, I discuss 213 
some of the key findings reported in this seminal study of hippocampal EEG patterns 214 
and spiking activity and then discuss more recent studies that built upon this 215 
fundamental knowledge. 216 

“Rhythmical slow activity”, more commonly known now as the theta rhythm.  Buzsaki et 217 
al. (1983) wrote, “The most characteristic EEG type of the hippocampus is its rhythmical 218 
slow activity (RSA, theta pattern), which is a high amplitude regular EEG pattern 219 
occurring particularly in non-primate mammals.”  The authors further reported that 220 
multiple complex spike cells fire at a specific phase of the theta cycle followed by a 221 
suppression of firing at the roughly opposite phase, the phase at which interneurons 222 
preferentially fire.  We now know that these windows of time within theta cycles between 223 
inhibitory events allow ensembles of place cells to fire in organized sequences (Skaggs 224 
et al., 1996; Dragoi and Buzsaki, 2006; Foster and Wilson, 2007).  These theta-225 
organized ensembles are commonly referred to as “theta sequences”.  As a rat moves 226 
through an individual place cell’s place field, the place cell spikes across several 227 
successive theta cycles, initially firing at late theta phases during the first theta cycles 228 
and then at progressively earlier theta phases on later theta cycles (O’Keefe and Recce, 229 
1993; Skaggs et al., 1996).  When multiple place cells become linked to each other as 230 
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an animal learns a specific trajectory, place cells with consecutively occurring place 231 
fields will be activated in an orderly fashion within individual theta cycles, with cells 232 
representing just visited and upcoming locations firing at early and late theta phases, 233 
respectively (Figure 1).  It is possible that such coordinated theta sequences of cells, 234 
rather than individual place cells, play a key role in hippocampal memory operations 235 
during active behaviors.  In line with this idea, theta sequences are not immediately 236 
apparent when a rat first encounters an environment but instead develop with 237 
experience (Feng et al., 2015; Figure 2).  Also, it has recently been reported that theta 238 
sequences do not fully develop in the rat hippocampus until around postnatal day 23, 239 
although individual place fields are already present at earlier ages (Farooq and Dragoi, 240 
2019; Muessig et al., 2019).  Intriguingly, this developmental stage coincides with the 241 
emergence of long-term memory retention in rats (Alberini and Travaglia, 2017).   242 

Accumulating recent work suggests that theta sequences may be transmitted to 243 
areas downstream of the hippocampus, such as the prefrontal cortex, to direct rats’ 244 
future behaviors.  An initial important study showed that place cell ensembles alternated 245 
between representing two sequences of locations that corresponded to the two maze 246 
arms that an animal was deciding between at a choice point in a spatial decision task 247 
(Johnson and Redish, 2007).  A subsequent study showed that sequences of place 248 
cells represented longer trajectories extending ahead of the current position as animals 249 
headed to goal locations that were further away and represented shorter trajectories 250 
when animals were headed to nearby goal locations (Wikenheiser and Redish, 2015).  251 
A recent study showed that hippocampal and prefrontal cortex sequences during theta 252 
represent the same spatial trajectories during a spatial alternation task (Zielinski et al., 253 
2019), in line with the possibility that transmission of theta sequences from the 254 
hippocampus to the prefrontal cortex facilitates memory-guided behaviors and decision-255 
making.  Sequences of place cells that were activated during theta are subsequently 256 
reactivated during sharp wave-ripples occurring in sleep and rest, perhaps 257 
strengthening connections between the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, as 258 
described in the next section.    259 

“Large amplitude irregular waves”, today more commonly known as sharp wave-ripples.  260 
Sharp wave-ripples are irregularly occurring waves of ~40 to 100 ms in duration with 261 
superimposed ~150-250 Hz ripple waves.  Buzsaki et al. (1983) reported that bursts of 262 
spikes from several complex spike cells occurred during sharp waves.  We now know 263 
that these bursts of activity correspond to temporally compressed reactivation of place 264 
cell activity patterns that occurred during earlier active waking behaviors (Wilson and 265 
McNaughton, 1994; Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Nadasdy et al., 1999; Lee and Wilson, 2002; 266 
Figure 3).  This reactivation has been hypothesized to allow the hippocampus to 267 
transmit compressed versions of experiences initially stored in the hippocampus to 268 
neocortical outputs as part of the memory consolidation process during sleep.  Evidence 269 
for this hypothesis was first provided by a study showing that pairwise correlations 270 
between place cells during active waking behaviors were reactivated during sharp 271 
wave-ripples in subsequent sleep (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994).  Later studies 272 
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extended these findings to show that place cells that fired sequentially during waking 273 
behaviors were later replayed in the same order during sharp wave-ripples in sleep 274 
(Nadasdy et al., 1999; Lee and Wilson, 2002).  Other studies showed that disruption of 275 
sharp wave-ripples during sleep impaired later memory performance (Girardeau et al., 276 
2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010), providing further important support for the 277 
memory consolidation hypothesis.  Moreover, activity patterns of prefrontal cortex 278 
neurons during wakefulness were found to reactivate during sleep at times when sharp 279 
wave-ripples occurred in the hippocampus (Peyrache et al., 2009).  This finding lent 280 
further support to the idea that sharp wave-ripple-associated reactivation serves to 281 
transmit memories that were initially stored in the hippocampus to the neocortex during 282 
memory consolidation.  283 

 As Buzsaki et al. (1983) pointed out, though, sharp wave-ripples also occur 284 
during awake behaviors such as “drinking, quiet sitting, and grooming”.  Many recent 285 
studies have supported the hypothesis that sharp wave-ripple-associated replay that 286 
occurs during waking behaviors is also functionally important.  Disrupting awake sharp 287 
wave-ripples as animals learned a spatial memory task was found to impair memory 288 
performance (Jadhav et al., 2012).  Awake replay events can represent spatially remote 289 
trajectories (Karlsson and Frank, 2009; Davidson et al., 2009) or even trajectories that 290 
have never been experienced (Gupta et al., 2010), but they tend to represent 291 
trajectories that begin close to an animal’s current location (Karlsson and Frank, 2009; 292 
Davidson et al., 2009).  These findings led researchers to suggest that awake replay 293 
may be involved in retrieval of representations of upcoming trajectories during planning 294 
of future paths and deliberating between potential future paths.  In support of this 295 
hypothesis, replay during awake sharp wave-ripples was found to represent paths that 296 
rats subsequently traversed to reach a learned goal location (Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013).  297 
Remarkably, awake replay was later found to also represent paths toward locations 298 
where rats had previously been shocked, suggesting that awake replay is also involved 299 
in retrieval of memories of paths to be avoided (Wu et al., 2017). 300 

 We also now know that awake replay occurs in both forward and reverse order 301 
(Foster and Wilson, 2006; Diba and Buzsaki, 2007).  Forward replay corresponds to 302 
sequences of place cell spikes that are re-activated during sleep and rest in the same 303 
order as occurred during earlier active behaviors.  Forward replay often occurs before 304 
rats initiate a trajectory, suggesting that forward replay during awake behaviors plays a 305 
role in planning (Diba and Buzsaki, 2007).  Reverse replay refers to sequences of place 306 
cells that are re-activated but in an order that is opposite to their earlier order of 307 
activation during active behaviors.  Reverse replay is likely to occur at the end of a run 308 
(Diba and Buzsaki, 2007), consistent with reverse replay serving a function that relates 309 
to experience in the recent past rather than the future.  A recent study revealed that the 310 
rate of reverse replay events, but not forward replay events, during awake sharp wave-311 
ripples increases with increasing amounts of reward (Ambrose et al., 2016).  This result 312 
is consistent with the hypothesis that reverse replay plays a role in learning paths 313 
toward rewards.   314 
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Fast activity, also known as gamma rhythms.  The 1983 work by Buzsaki and 315 
colleagues also provided key insights about gamma rhythms.  First, they reported that 316 
“the power of fast activity was higher during walking and running as compared with the 317 
power obtained during immobility and drinking”.  Walking and running are behaviors 318 
associated with theta rhythms, and it was subsequently shown that not only is gamma 319 
power highest during theta-related behaviors but also that gamma power is maximal at 320 
a particular portion of the theta cycle (Soltesz and Deschenes, 1993; Bragin et al., 1995; 321 
Csicsvari et al., 2003; Figure 4).   322 

What functions could be served by this theta-gamma coupling?  Pioneering work 323 
by the late John Lisman provides potential answers to this question (see Lisman and 324 
Jensen, 2013, for a review).  Lisman hypothesized that different gamma cycles within a 325 
theta cycle could provide a substrate for ordering sequences of items within a memory.  326 
He further suggested that pauses in neuronal firing between separate items are critical 327 
for accurate downstream readout of a memory.  Gamma rhythms are thought to provide 328 
such pauses in neuronal firing between sequentially represented items in a memory. 329 
Specifically, hippocampal gamma rhythms reflect high frequency rhythmic firing of 330 
interneurons, as was first reported by Buzsaki and colleagues in their seminal 1983 331 
paper.  This finding was later corroborated by intracellular recordings from hippocampal 332 
pyramidal cells that revealed inhibitory postsynaptic potentials occurring at gamma 333 
frequency at times when gamma rhythms were observed in the hippocampal EEG 334 
(Soltesz and Deschenes, 1993).  These results are consistent with recordings of place 335 
cell firing during gamma rhythms in behaving animals.  Place cells do not fire 336 
continuously at high enough rates to sustain a burst of gamma cycles occurring within a 337 
theta cycle.  Instead, each place cell may only fire in one gamma cycle, or across only a 338 
few gamma cycles, within each theta cycle (see Figure 3 of Zheng et al., 2016 for 339 
examples).    340 

In 1983, Buzsaki and colleagues also noted that urethane anesthesia decreased 341 
the power of higher frequency gamma rhythms while increasing the power of gamma 342 
rhythms in the 25-50 Hz range.  Little was made of this observation at the time, but it is 343 
consistent with more recent work that has revealed different frequencies of gamma 344 
rhythms driven by different hippocampal inputs.  Urethane anesthesia suppresses 345 
excitatory transmission from perforant path inputs to the hippocampus from the 346 
entorhinal cortex (Ylinen et al., 1995), and higher frequency “fast” (~65-95 Hz) gamma 347 
rhythms have been linked to fast gamma inputs from medial entorhinal cortex (Colgin et 348 
al, 2009; Kemere et al., 2013; Schomburg et al., 2014).  In contrast, “slow” (~25-50 Hz) 349 
gamma rhythms are driven by intrahippocampal inputs (Colgin et al, 2009; Kemere et 350 
al., 2013; Schomburg et al., 2014; Hsiao et al., 2016).   351 

Researchers have hypothesized that slow and fast gamma rhythms serve 352 
different functions, but this hypothesis requires further testing.  Although recent studies 353 
have provided clues about potential slow and fast gamma functions, there are also 354 
differences across studies that are difficult to interpret.  An example that demonstrates 355 
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this point is provided by studies investigating gamma rhythms in rodents performing 356 
delayed spatial alternation tasks.  A study in mice reported that fast gamma, but not 357 
slow gamma, power was increased on the central arm of the task (Yamamoto et al., 358 
2014).  The authors further showed that silencing medial entorhinal cortex inputs to the 359 
hippocampus on the central arm suppressed fast gamma and hindered memory 360 
performance.  Based on these results, the authors concluded that fast gamma rhythms 361 
are important for working memory.  However, another study in rats reported that, while 362 
both slow (~40 Hz) and fast (~80 Hz) gamma were increased on the center arm of a 363 
similar task, slow gamma was more strongly increased than fast gamma (Schomburg et 364 
al., 2014).  The authors of this study assumed that the central arm portion of this task is 365 
associated with memory recall and suggested that slow and fast gamma work in 366 
cooperation to facilitate memory recall on the central arm.  A more recent study 367 
(Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2017), again using a similar behavioral task, reported that place 368 
cell spikes were more strongly phase-locked to slow gamma than to fast gamma on the 369 
central arm.  This study interpreted this result as reflecting enhanced input to CA1 from 370 
CA3 during memory recall.  Although these and other studies provided important 371 
insights regarding the potential roles of slow and fast gamma rhythms in memory (see 372 
Colgin, 2015, for a review), more work is needed to better understand whether slow and 373 
fast gamma play unique roles in memory performance.          374 

Conclusions 375 

 Since the time of the first annual Society for Neuroscience meeting, the small 376 
sample of studies highlighted above, together with many other studies that have not 377 
been mentioned, have greatly impacted our understanding of the physiology and 378 
function of the hippocampus.  Much has been learned over the last few decades from 379 
investigations of inputs to the hippocampus (e.g., the discovery of spatially modulated 380 
“grid cells” in the superficial layers of the medial entorhinal cortex that project to the 381 
hippocampus; Hafting et al. 2005).  How hippocampal computations affect downstream 382 
structures to facilitate memory-guided behaviors remains more of a mystery.  Over the 383 
next decade, it will be exciting to see whether real-time manipulation of theta sequences 384 
and sharp wave-associated replay (Ciliberti et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018) can direct 385 
animals’ future trajectories and decisions in memory-guided tasks. 386 

  387 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 691 
 692 
Figure 1.  Sequences of place cells firing within individual theta cycles are 693 
depicted in a schematic.  Four place cells with partially overlapping place fields are 694 
depicted in a rat who is running to the right.  Individual theta cycles are separated by 695 
black horizontal lines.  Note how organized place cells fire across successive theta 696 
cycles as the rat runs through their place fields.  Theta sequences are apparent in the 697 
middle theta cycles, with place cells having place fields at earlier and later locations 698 
firing at earlier and later theta phases, respectively.  Reproduced with permission from 699 
Skaggs et al. (1996).  700 

 701 

Figure 2.  Theta sequences emerge across laps on a novel track. a, Averaged 702 
decoded probabilities (color-coded) over position (y-axis), centered by the animal's 703 
current running position.  The x-axis shows time, centered according to the mid-time 704 
point of the theta sequence for each lap. b, The structure of theta sequences changed 705 
significantly between the first lap and subsequent laps. First panel, Probability of (II + IV 706 
− I − III)/(I + II + III + IV) Quadrant in a 100 cm and ½ theta cycle window centered by 707 
the animal's current running position and the mid-time point of theta sequence on 708 
different laps. Second panel, Weighted correlations between time and decoded 709 
positions across laps. Third panel, Theta sequence slopes across laps. Fourth panel, 710 
Spike train correlations across laps. Reproduced with permission from Feng et al., 711 
2015. 712 

 713 

Figure 3.  Hippocampal replay during sharp wave-ripples.  In the left panel, each row of 714 
colored tick marks indicates spikes from a place cell.  The ensemble of place cells is 715 
activated sequentially as a rat passes through their place fields during active waking 716 
behavior (calibration: 500 ms).  The right panel shows an example sharp wave-ripple 717 
(top) recorded as the rat subsequently rested; a bandpass filtered (150-300 Hz) version 718 
of the sharp wave-ripple is shown below. Spikes from the same place cell ensemble on 719 
the left are replayed at a faster time scale during the sharp wave-ripple. Calibration: 50 720 
ms.  Reproduced in a modified form with permission from Colgin, 2016. 721 

  722 

Figure 4.  Theta-modulated gamma rhythms.  A recording of theta-gamma rhythms 723 
from the hippocampus of an actively moving rat is shown in the top panel.  Note that the 724 
gamma rhythms that are superimposed on theta rhythms wax and wane within theta 725 
cycles.  The bottom panel shows a gamma-triggered average of a hippocampal 726 
recording from a freely moving rat.  Note that gamma activity is highest in magnitude at 727 
a particular part of the theta cycle, namely the theta peak.      728 
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